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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

Introduction to the core concepts and applications of contemporary consumer behavior.

Consumer behavior topics include needs and motives, personality, perception, learning,

attitudes, cultural influence that lead to understanding consumer decision-making and

behavior. Explores the impact of consumer behavior on marketing strategies and

promotional tactics.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Examine the meaning of consumption and consumer behavior, and define the

behavioral outcomes of consumption.

B. Describe how consumers get treated differently in different types of exchange

environments.

C. Analyze the role of consumer behavior in business and society.

D. Integrate the basic approaches to studying consumer behavior.

E. Identify why consumer behavior is so dynamic and how recent trends affect

consumers.

F. Diagram the consumer value framework, including its basic components and

compare and contrast key types of value.

G. Analyze the concepts of marketing strategy and marketing tactics to describe the

way firms go about creating value for consumers.

H. Analyze the way market characteristics like market segmentation and product

differentiation affect marketing strategy and diagram these characteristics using

elementary perceptual maps.
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I. Justify adopting the concept of consumers' lifetime value as an effective long-

term orientation for many firms. .
J. Diagram the phases and elements in the consumer perception process in

marketing communications. ,

K Demonstrate through marketing the ways in which a consumer's attention can be

enhanced and the factors that influence what moves consumers to learn and

comprehend. ,
L. Categorize the different types of reference groups that influence consumers and

how reference groups influence value perceptions.
M Debate the importance of word-of-mouth communications
N.' Categorize the traditional and evolving family structure in household decision-

making. . f
O. Analyze shopping as a consumer activity using the different categories ot

shopping activities,

p. Distinguish the concepts of unplanned, impulse and compulsive consumer

behavior. , ,
q. Examine the activities involved in the consumer decision-making process and the

major types of decision-making approaches.
r Define the behavioral outcomes of consumption and analyze why consumers

complain, and debate the ramifications of complaining behavior for a marketing

S. Evaluate the role that product/service value plays in shaping loyalty and building

consumer relationships.

T. Analyze specific consumer misbehaviors and problem behaviors pre and post

purchase.

V. CONTENTS
A. Consumption and consumer behavior

1. Meaning ofconsumption and consumer behavior
2. Ways in which consumers are treated

3. Role ofconsumer behavior in business and society

4. Basic approaches to studying consumer behavior

5. Dynamic nature ofhuman behavior

B. Consumer value behavior framework
1. Consumer value framework (CVF) basic components.

2. Marketing strategy and consumer value

3. Market characteristics: market segments and product differentiation

4. Perceptual maps

5. Customer lifetime value (LTV)

C. Consumer perception process

1. Elements of consumer perception

2. Phases in the consumer perception process

3. Implicit and explicit memory

4. Enhancing consumer's attention
5. Knowledge of the difference between intentional and unintentional learning

D. Consumer comprehension, memory and the cognitive learning process

1. The marketing concept and its influencers
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2 Making associations with messaging

3. Use the concept of associative networks to map relevant consumer knowledge

E. Group Influence in consumer behavior

1. Types of reference groups and their influence

2. Types of social power

3. Word-of-mouth communications in consumer behavior

4. Household decision making

F. Consumers in situations

1. Types of shopping activities

2. Unplanned vs. impulse shopping and consumption

3. Compulsive shopping behavior

G. Consumer decision making process

1. Internal and external need recognition

2. Information search

3. Evoked set cut-off criteria

4. Purchase, evaluation and cognitive dissonance

H. Consumers relationships with product

1. Behavioral outcomes of consumption

a. Complaining and spreading word-of-mouth

b. Consumer loyalty

2. Relationship with product/service company

I. Consumer misbehavior

1. Consumer ethics and motivations for misbehavior

2. Specific consumer misbehaviors and problem behaviors

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments:

1. In-class assignments:

a. Group discussions of case studies, such as debating the ethics oi

subliminal advertising attempts on consumer behavior and if these

attempts indeed get the consumer to purchase more.

b. Role-plays, such as proposing a marketing message strategy to

quickly gain the attention of the "tween" market using and

assigned celebrity personality.

2. Out-of-class assignments:

a. Written one-page papers on topics such as how culture affects
consumer behaviors or the differences in the purchase decision
making process between consumers of one cultural group versus

another. Contrast the value that these consumers might typically

desire for the following products: Automobiles, Rolex watch,
Notebook computer and Blackberry Pearl mobile devise.

b. Weekly reading text-book assignments on topics and case studies
such as those described in In-class assignments above. Topics

include: Marketing tactics used to increase consumer consumption

and role of celebrities in advertising to change or influence

consumer behavior.
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c. Individual Consumer Behavior Project, such as a study of a
particular consumer phenomenon. Sample phenomena: how
people decide which store to shop at, whether a specific
advertising campaign has changed consumers' perceptions of a
brand (and which factors contributed to the campaign's success or

failure), why consumers did or did not accept a recently launched

new product, etc.

B. Evaluation . , ,
1. Exams on such topics as the core concept ofconsumer behavior and the

usefulness of the Consumer Value Framework.
2 Comprehensive final exam essay questions that measure students'

cumulative knowledge of subject across all areas. For example: What are
some of the behaviors that draw the most criticism in marketing practice?

3 8-10 page Consumer Behavior Project applying theory and principles of
consumer behavior to define and analyze a consumer problem in the

marketplace.

4. Written one-page papers as described in V1.2. a - Out-of class Assignment

C Textbooks and other Instructional Materials

1. Babin/Harris, CB, 2010-2011 Southwestern, Cengage Learning, 2010.

VII TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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